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1. INTRODUCTION 
The discontinuous Gale&in FEM (DGFEM) has been introduced in [l] for neutron transport 
problems. An analysis in this case has been given in [2]. Later, DGFEM have been generalized to 
first-order hyperbolic systems as one type of high-order finite-volume methods. We mention here 
only [3,4] and the recent survey [5]. Error analysis of the DGFEM have also become available- 
see, e.g., [6-lo]; for implementation issues, see [ll]. 
Early on, the problem of treating second-order, diffusion terms in the DGFEM has been con- 
sidered. There, several possibilities exist: either resorting to an interior penalty method [12-141, 
or omitting stabilization altogether [15,16]. In all these works, error estimates of h- or p-type 
under strong regularity, assumption have been given. Estimates which are explicit in h and p 
for pure diffusion were recently obtained in [15,17,18]. These works again used global H”(a) 
regularity of the solution. 
In polygons however, the solution have corner singularities and belong only to H”(R) with 
small k > 1 [19,20]. Here, strong mesh refinement at corners is required in order to offset the low 
global solution regularity. 
The purpose of the present. paper is to prove exponential convergence of hpDGFEM for diffu- 
sion problems in polygons. Its outline is as follows. After formulating the problem and describing 
the solution’s .regularity in countably normed spaces, we present the hpDGFEM which we use 
and prove well-posedness of the variational formulation. Next,, we show that the hpDGFEM is 
stable on geometric meshes. The exponential convergence of the DGFEM is the topic of Section 5. 
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Finally, numerical experiments showing exponential convergence of model problems with typical 
corner singularities are given in Section 6. 
2. THE DIFFUSION PROBLEM 
2.1. Problem Formulation 
Let R c W2 be a bounded, polygonal domain. We assume that J? := aR is composed of a 
Dirichlet part r~ with Jr, ds > 0 and of a Neumann part l?~ 
We consider the model problem 
-v~(avu)+cu=f, in 52, 
‘LL=gD, on rD, 
(uvu)‘n=gN, on rN. 
(1) 
Here, the coefficients a(z) and C(X) have the following properties: 
u(x) = {aij(r)):j=l E w1y#,x,2 and c(x) E L”(R). 
Further, we assume that c(z) 2 0 for all z E R and (1) is properly elliptic; i.e., 
(2) 
2.2. Regularity 
We will measure the regularity of (l)-(3) in terms of certain weighted Sobolev spaces. Let 
R c W2 be a polygonal domain and let Ai, i = 1,. . , M, denote its vertices. Further, let /? = 
(A,.. . , DIM), 0 5 pi < 1, be an M-tuple. For any number k we define pfk := (PI fk, . . . , /lM fk). 
We define the weight function @o(x) by 
@p(z) = fi Ti*(X)fl~) r:(x) = min{l, Ix - Ail}. 
i=l 
For integers m > 1 2 0 we introduce the seminorms 
By H;“(0), m 1 1 > 0, we denote the completion of C”(n) with respect to the norms 
Since the weight function ‘PO controls the local behaviour of the solution in the vicinity of a 
corner, we will work locally with the weight @p = TP for some p E [0, 1) with T denoting the 
distance to the corresponding vertex. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Fix an M-tuple ,f3 = (PI.. ’ PM) and 12 0. The countably normed space ah(n) 
consists of all functions u for which u E H;“(n) for a11 m 2 1 and 
(1 IDkul @O+k-111 p@) 5 Cdk-‘)(k - l)!, k=l,1+1,..., 
for some constants C > 0, d 2 1 independent of k. 
We will also need the weighted spaces Hi”(n) f or noninteger s = k + 8, 0 < 0 < 1, defined by 
the K-method of interpolation (cf. [21]) as 
Hk+e~‘(q = (H:?‘(R), ~gk+lJ(n)) P . e&= 
If u E $(a), there holds for any k 2 1 that 
IIuIjHs;+B,l(n) 5 Cd”+‘-?(k + 0 - I+ 1). (4) 
We also need certain trace spaces of 23;(n). To this end, let M c (1, . . . , M} be an index set 
and define 
y= u FjCl?. 
jEM 
Then kb-1’2(~) is the set of traces from f3;(0) on y. 
Now, for the solution of problem (l)-(3) we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. REGULARITY. Let S’l c W2 be a polygon. Then there exist 0 < /3j < 1, 
j = l,... ,M, such that for f E B;(n), go E Z3i’2(I’,), and gN E Z3i’2(I’,) the solution of 
problein (l)-(3) exists and belongs to l?;(a). 
For a proof of this theorem, we refer to [19,20]. 
REMARK 2.3. In this paper, we will explore the diffusion problem (l)-(3) with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions 
ulr, =gD =o. (5) 
In the case of inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary, conditions we decompose the solution u of 
(l)-(3) into the form ‘1~ = ii + w with w E B;(R) and 2o]r, = gn E $‘“(I,). Then, this leads 
directly to (l)-(3) and (5) f or 0 with modified r.h.s. f = f+V(aVw)-CUJ E B;(n) and Neumann 
boundary conditions GN E $‘2(rN). 
3. hp-DGFEM 
3.1. Meshes 
We consider a partition (FEmesh) 7 of R into open elements K such that UKETE = G. We 
will assume that the K E 7 are images of the reference quadrilateral 4 := (-1, 1)2 or of the 
reference triangle + := {(g,c) : 0 5 jj < A(1 - I?]), f E (-l,l)} under affine maps FK; i.e., 
VKEI:K=FK A, 
0 
where fi = 0 or fi = ?. 
With each K E 7 we associate a polynomial degree pK 2 1 and collect them in the degree 
vector p’ = {pi : K E 7) and the FK in the mapping vector @ = {FK : K E I}. Furthermore, 
for K E 7, we introduce 
hK := diam(K) 
and 
PK := sup{diam(B) : B is a ball contained in K}. 
In the following analysis, we will always assume the FEmeshes to be shape regular. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let B = {~}(EN b e a family of FE-meshes. Then E is cltlled to be shape regular 
if there exists a constant ~1 > 0 independent of i such that 
(6) 
3.2. Spaces 
We now introduce the finite-element Spaces being used for the hp-DGFEM. Note that the 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are strongly enforced. We define 
c$(i2,7) := {U E L’(O) : UIK o FK E ‘PPK (Cl), ILI~K~~~ = 0, VK E I>, . 
where 7 is a FEmesh on 52 and PpK (6) denotes the polynomials of degree < pK in each variable 
onfi(wherefi=Qor6=p). 
3.3. Variational Formulation 
We assume that the elements in the subdivision I are numbered in a certain way. We denote 
by & the set of element edges associated with the mesh 1. Since hanging nodes are permitted in 
the DGFEM, E will be understood to consist of the smallest edges in 7. Further, let l?int be the 
union of all edges e E & not lying on 80 
For e E l?int, there exist two indices i and j with i > j such that K, and Kj share the interface 
e : e = aKi f~ aKj. Thus, we may define the following mapping: 
Now, for ZJ e Hl(R,I) := {v : w E H1(K), VK E I} and x E e, we define the (numbering- 
dependent) jump of v in x by 
Gwen := YK,,(e),&) - YK&),&), 
and the average value of v in x by 
(‘)&) := ; (“iK,,(e),e+) + yK&,.&)) 
Here, YK,, cej ,e IJ denotes the trace of v(KqiC+ onto e, i = 1,2. Finally, on e E l?int, we introduce a 
normal vector v, pointing from Kql(,) to K,,(,). 
Following (171, we consider two different formulations (e/e) of the hpDGFEM for the diffusion 
problem ( I)-( 3). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Define two bilinear forms B& and B& by 
B&(21, II):= cl {VW a(z)Vu + c(z)u’u} dx KEI K 
- 
c I{(( aVu) . de [de F [4 ((avv) . de) ds 
-srint e 
+ c 6, jjM~]eds, 
esrint 
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and a linear functional LDG by 
187 
LOG(V) := C J fvdx+lNSNVdx. 
KET K 
The 6, > 0, e E I’int, take the rc?le of certain stability parameters that will be chosen to be 
edgewise constant. Then, the hp-DGFEM for the diffusion problem (l)-(3) reads as follows. 
Find ufDG E Sf(0,7) such that 
BgG (“gG7 v> = L(v)y vu E Sf(R, 7). (7) 
Associated with the hpDGFEM, we introduce the following norm: 
REMARK 3.3. For c = 0, II . [[DG is still a norm on S{(Q,I). Thus, since Sf(R,I) is a finite- 
dimensional space, there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of u, but depending on p’ and 
on I), such that 
(8) 
for all functions ‘1~ E Sf(R, 7). 
PROOF. We show that I[.~[DG is positive definite on Sf(Q7). Let, therefore, 11~11~~ = 0. From 
this, it immediately follows that [u]~ = 0 on all edges e E I’int, and hence, u is continuous on 7. 
Moreover, there holds VU[K = 0 on all elements K E 7. Thus, u is a constant on 7, and 
since ulrD = 0, we conclude that u E 0. I 
3.4. Continuity, Coercivity, Existence, and Uniqueness 
In this section, we will prove some basic properties of the hp-DGFEM defined above. In order 
to do so, we first present some useful bounds. 
3.4.1. Auxiliary estimates 
LEMMA 3.4. Let K E 7 be an element in a FE-mesh 7; i.e., there is an a&e mapping FK 
with K = FK(~) or K = FK(?). tither, let pi E N and u E PpK (K). Then, there exists a 
constant C > 0 independent of u, pK, and hK such that the trace inequality 
IIYK,~K~IL~(~K) I C- g II II 21 D(K) (9) 
K 
holds true. 
PROOF. The statement follows directly from Theorem 4.76 in [21] and a standard scaling argu- 
ment. I 
With the aid of this lemma we are able to prove an estimate that will be important for the 
following analysis of the hp-DGFEM. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let u E St(R, 7) for a given polynomial distribution p’ and a FE-mesh 7. Then, 
for w > 0, the choice 
(10) 
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where (e( := se d s d enotes the length of the edge e, leads to the following estimate: 
c ~,‘Il(bW .Ve)el12tqe) I c1w-’ c llJ;IW2L2(K)~ 
eEl-,,t KE7 
(11) 
Here, Cl > 0 is a constant independent of u, P; and ‘T. 
PROOF. We begin with the left-hand side of (11) 
= cw-’ c &;;l~~Vu~&(K) c 
KEI 
,,;; 
eErint i=l,Z Ui(“) 
ecaK 
5 cw-’ c llv”k(K) hE1 C I4 . 
KG- ant 
ec8K 
. 4 
bounded(independentof K) 
Referring to (3) completes the proof. I 
3.4.2. Continuity 
PROPOSITION 3.6. CONTINUITY OF B&. For w > 0 and 6, as in (IO), the bilinear forms Bj& 
are continuous in the 11 IIDG-norm, i.e., 
IB&(u,w)) L max {%I+ Gw-‘} I~~DGII~~DG, 
for all u, v E S{(fi, 7). Here, Cl is the constant from Lemma 3.5. 
PROOF. Let u,u E S{(R,l). Then, we have 
+ c be L Iblel IMel ds 
drint 
(12) 
+ c { Il[u]ell~z(e) Il((aVv) . 4eIILZ(e) + Il((aV~) .4ellP(e) llblellL~(e)} 
ea-int 
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Using (11) yields 
C{( 1 + clw-‘) IIJ;IVUII;2(K) + lifi”&(K)} 
KU- 
(13) 
I max(2,l + CIW-‘} ~I~~DGII~IDG. 4 
PROPOSITION 3.7. CONTINUITY OF LDG. The linear functional LDG is continuous in the 
11 . IloG-norm; i.e., there is a constant C > 0 (independent of v, but depending on p’ and I) 
such that 
ILOC( 5 Cb’bG, 
for all v E @I, 7). 
PROOF. Let v E #(C&T). Then, we bound LDG(V) as follows: 
ILDG(v)I I c / If4 dx + l, lmvl ds 
KEI K 
5 c I~~IIL~(K)~~~~L~(K) + c l19NIIL2(e)IIYK,evtIL2(e) 
KET 
e:=aKnrNfO 
1 
l/2 
c hK&~(e) . 
KET 
e:=aKnrN#Q 
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With the aid of Lemma 3.4 this inequality transforms to 
Now, applying (8) finishes the proof. I 
3.4.3. Coercivity 
From the definition of the II . IloG-norm we already know that B& is coercive (with respect 
to the II . IIDG-norm) with coercivity constant 1. The coercivity of BE, will be explored in the 
ensuing proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let w > Ci, where Ci is the constant from Lemma 3.5, and 6, as in (10). 
Then, for all u E S{(R, 7), the following estimate holds true: 
B&(u,u) L (1 - W) IIuII~G. 
PROOF. From the definition of BEG and )I .I[DG, we get 
B&(u,u) = ll~ll& - 2 C 
s 
((~VU) . ~e)e[ule ds 
eErlnt e 
1 (1 - w) lk&~ I 
3.4.4. Existence and uniqueness 
THEOREM 3.9. Let w > 0 in the @-formulation and w > Ci in the e-formulation of the 
hp-DGFEM. Then, under assumptions (2),(3), and with 6, as in (IO), the hp-DGFEMs (7) 
for the model problem (1) have unique solutions ugG E S{(R, 7). 
PROOF. The analysis above allows us to apply the Lax-Milgram lemma to the hp-DGFEMs (7), 
and the theorem follows immediately. I 
4. STABILITY 
Let xp*eX E S{(0,7) be an arbitrary interpolant of the exact solution u,, of the model 
problem (l)-(3). Further, let usG be the solutions of the DGFEMs (7). Then, we split the 
FEerrors e* as follows: 
e* := u,, -U~G=Uex-~p~+~~~-‘llfDG. (14) 
-- 
=:7) =: E’ 
As the ensuing Proposition 4.1 shows, we may bound [* by 77. Hence, we will be able to estimate 
the errors e* of the hp-DGFEM by n only. 
In order to account for the singular behaviour of solutions, let Ice be the set of all elements 
in the finite element mesh 7 which abut at either a corner or at a vertex of changing boundary 
condition type of the polygon R. Moreover, for K E Ice, let the corresponding weight (from 
Section 2.2) be denoted by PK. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. STABILITY. Let the assumptions of 
B;(Q). In addition, let q = 0 in all element vertices of ?. 
llEf IIZDG 
r 
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Theorem 3.9 be satisfied, and u,, E 
Then, the a priori e&imatk 
as well as the bound 
c ~4h142L~(e) 5 ~w-itlax c h:l&2(K) + c hfjl-PK)ld;;;(K) 1, (16) eerint K E’T\Ko KEKO 
hold true, where pm,, := maxKe7pK and 
c* := 
i 
1, for the &I -formulation, 
(1-Jqzq-2r for the 8 -formulation. 
C > 0 is a constant independent of w, 6, and of { hK : K E 7). 
PROOF. The proof is completely similar to the proof of [32, Proposition 2.4.11. 
5. CONVERGENCE 
From Proposition 4.1 we know that the errors IIu,, - U&[/DG of the hpDGFEMs_(7) may be 
estimated by the interpolation error q = u,, --T~%~~, where the interpolant rp~eX E S:(Q I) may 
be arbitrarily chosen. Therefore, we are interested in hp-approximations of the exact solution u,, 
of the model problem (l)-(3). 
We will prove that by a judicious combination of mesh refinement towards the singular points 
of the polygon (i.e., corner vertices and vertices with changing boundary condition type) and 
increase of the polynomial degree p used in the approximation, exponential convergence may be 
achieved. To do so, we will introduce the so-called geometric meshes on s1. 
The main idea of the geometric meshes is to keep the ratio element diameter versus distance 
to the singularity bounded as it is shown in Figure 1. 
As one can prove easily, u,, E B;(R) (cf. Section 2.2) implies that ueX E Hi”(s2) and that u,, is 
even analytic in fl except at the singular points. Geometrically graded meshes, therefore, ensure 
the analyticity of the solution restricted to each element not abutting at a singular point with a 
uniform domain of analyticity. 
Figure 1. Example of geometric mesh refinement towards singular points in a poly 
gon. 
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5.1. hpDG-Approximation on the Unit Square 6 = (0, 1)2 
We study the properties of an approximation of a function u E B;(6) by a function np% E 
#(@I) on the unit square 6 = (0,l) 2. We assume that the origin 0 = (0,O) is a singular 
vertex; i.e., 
(a,(x) = Ixl? 
As explained above, geometric meshes (with refinement towards 0) will be used. 
5.1.1. The geometric mesh families {?j,}n,~ 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let 0 < 0 < 1 and q E N. Then, a mesh family {fcq}ne~ is called a geometric 
mesh family of order q and grading factor g if the following properties are satisfied: ?:, = {a}, 
and for n > 0, fgq is divided into n + 1 disjointed subsets (layers) Ci = {K,!“)}j C ?gq, 
i = 0, . . . , n with CO = { Kp)}, where Kp) is assumed to be the element in TOyq abutting at the 
singular vertex 0, such that there exist some constants K 114 > 0 and Cr, C’s > 0 (independent 
of n) with hK 5 C~U”-~, K E Li, and #Ci := cardLi 5 Csnq, i = 1,. . . , n, and 4 5 hKr,l 5 K, 
K # Kr), where TK := dist(O, K). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Figure 2 shows a geometric mesh with n = 3, o = l/2, and q = 0. 
A Y 
K32 
K22 
y12 
i 
Ku 
Ko 
K21 
K31 
Figure 2. Example of a geometric mesh. 
-5 
1 
5.1.2. Stability of the hp-DGFEM on ?gq 
On ?cq, the stability inequality in Proposition 4.1 may be specified as follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.9 be satisfied. Moreover, assume that the 
exact solution of the model problem (l)-(3) ueX E B;(A) for @o(z) = IsIp, 0 < ,B < 1, and that 
n = 0 in all element vertices of TOYq. Then, there holds 
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where C* is the constant from Proposition 4.1, C > 0 is a constant independent of w, p’ and of 
{hK : K E I}, and p,, := maxKEin PK. 
PROOF. The proof is a direct conclu~ik of Proposition 4.1. 
5.1.3. Ba.&c hpapproximation results 
In the following two propositions, we present some approximation results that will be helpful 
for our convergence analysis. Their proofs can be found in [21], for example. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let R = (0, 1)2 and Ri = (a,b) x (c,d) c R such that hl := b - a < XQ, 
h2 = d-c <_ Xra, X > 0, andre = dist(O,Ri). Assume further that max{hi, hs}/min{hi, h2) 5 6. 
Then, for any u E Hpp+312 (0) with @s(z) = I@, 0 < p < 1, there exists a polynomial 4(2i,s2) 
of degree p in each variable such that for m = 0, 1,2, 
llD”(u - qq;2(n,) L C#2-m-P) r(jyy-+s3+-1;m) (S)” ll+p2(n). (18) 
Here 1 5 s 5 p and C is independent of s and p, but depends on X and IC. Moreover, u = 4 at 
the vertices of Ri. 
LEM~~A 5.5. Let Q = (0,h)2. Further, let u E H;2(Q) with @p(z) = I#, 0 5 ,EJ < 1. Then the 
bilinear interpolant of u in the vertices, I,+, satisfies 
5.1.4. Exponential convergence of the hp-approximations on 6 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let fi = (0, 1)2, and let f$ be a geometric mesh with n + 1 layers as defined 
in Definition 5.1. Then, for u E U;(h) with some 0 < p < 1 and @s(z) = (zjs, there exist an 
interpolant ??+ E Sf(R, ?g!q) (with u - %p% in the vertices of each element K E ?cq) and p > 0 
such that for the following polynomial degree distribution vector (with constant entries on each 
layer) with slope CL: 
p’= {PK = Pi, K E &, i = 0,. . . ,n, pi := max{l, LpiJ}}, (19) 
there holds 
lllu - 7ipUIIIDG I cc-b? 
Here, C, b > 0 do not depend on N = dim Sirso(n, fgs), and 
Illulll;c := 1 lt”ll&K) + c 
KEI KE7\{Ko) 
h2,bfb2(K) + c h:2PKlu1&;;:(K)’ 
KEG 
PROOF. l!3y Lemma 5.4 there exists 4~ on K E ;iatp such that 
and 
lb - 4~ ll$(K, - < &(1--P) r@K - sK + 1) K 
IU - 4~ I&(K) - 
< criq3 r(?‘K - SK +I) E 25K 
r(pK + SK - 1) 0 !i 
11412 aK+v(,). HP 
(20) 
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Furthermore, by Lemma 5.5, there exists I&u on & such that 
and 
Now, let 
lb - 1Kout1H;‘2(~~) - < G-4 H;“(K,,). 
+$IL := 
IK& on KO, 
dK, on K E TgJq \ {Ko), 
(22) 
(23) 
be an interpolant of u. Note that u = kP,-u in the vertices of each element K E fcq. Using (20)-(23) 
yields 
+2CrK 
2(1--p) r(pK - SK + 1) it. ‘SK 
i=l KELi r(pK + SK + 1) 
0 !i 
ll~ll;;K+332(R) 
+ 2 c r;;“ph$ 
r(pK - SK + 1) ii 25K 
i=l KEL; r(PK + SK - 1) 
0 !i 
l141;;K+3.2(R) 1 
From the definition of Tzq it follows that 
+& 2(1-p)(n-i)p? %i - si + 1) 
i=l t r(pi+si+q Z 0 
R 2si llull2 
HP ‘a+3za(w 1 
Moreover, (4) implies that 
* 
IIIU - iip$Lll12,, 5 Cnqc72n(1-@) 
x 1+& 
1 
2(1-B)(1-z)ps rh - si + I) 
( 
Ed 
2 
i=l r(pj+sj+i) 
-2- 
> 
2% 
rys, +2j2 1 < fp7n(l-P) - 
x 1+& 
[ 
2(1-o)(1-i)p2 rbi - si + 1) Ed 29% r(si + 2)2 
a=1 * r(pj + si + 1) ( > 
7 1; 
for a constant T > 0 independent of n. Now, we select s, = cyipi for i = 1,. . , n with 0 < cy, 5 1 
to be selected below. Furthermore, let 
F(d,a) := ; 
( > 
2= (1 - +a 
(1 + ++a ’ 
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F : (Loo) x (0, l] + W. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
r(pi - si + 1) 
qpi + si + 1) 
2si 
r(si + 2)2 < Cpf(F(Xd,cx))*‘. 
This follows from Stirling’s formula l?(n + 1) N G (n/e)n and some elementary algebra. Thus, 
1 + co n 2(1-fl)(l-i)pfF(Jjd, ~y)*i , 1 i=l (24) 
We prove that the brackets are bounded independently of n. To do so, we claim 
inf 
O<a<l 
F(d, a) = F (d, amin) < 1, 
and select 
Next, let 
2(1- p)lna 
In Fmin ’ (25) 
This choice implies that 1 2 si 5 pi. Define further the index io by 
Pi0 < a,:n 5 Pio+l. 
Then, (24) transforms to 
lllu - QuIII& < Ca2Tn(1-~) 1+ [ lzzo (F (2:‘)) *’ g ,2(1-i)(1-p)pf (Fmi,)*’ 
+k 1 
(26) 
a2(1-~)(l-~)p5 (J’.&*i . 
i=io+l 
We show that the terms in the brackets are bounded. We have 
,2(1-P)(l-4 (Fmin)*’ 
Further, (F&)’ < a2(l-fl) due to (25) and Fmin < 1. IIence, q := (Fmin)‘a-2(1-‘) < 1 and 
CE”=, i5qi < 00. Therefore, (26) can be bounded by C027n(1-p) and since 
= g~(~-p) (Fmin)LpiJ < (Jw-P) 
a2(l-@)i - 
N = dims6 cq,R 5 Cp2n3, 
( > 
with C independent of n, u, and p, the proof is complete. I 
5.2. hpApproximation on a Polygon 
We will now establish an exponential convergence result analogous to Proposition 5.6 on a 
polygon R. The basic idea will be to localize the ‘hpapproximation problem at each singular 
point (cf. Figure 1) and to use the results in Section 5.1. 
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DEFINITION 5.7. GEOMETRIC MESHES ON A POLYGON. A geometric mesh family 7: on a 
polygon R is obtained by mapping the basic mesh 7,? from fi linearly to a vicinity of each convex 
corner of R. At reentrant corners, three and at Dirichlet/Neumann vertices two copies of ii,” 
(suitably scaled), are used (cf. Figure 1). The remaining domain fi = 0 \ U patches is meshed 
with a fixed mesh which is regularly connected with the geometric patches at the singular points. 
In order to construct a piecewise hp-approximation 7rp% E Sf(0,7,“) of u E L?;(0), we proceed 
as follows. First, we construct rr== in each parallelogram patch. Then, since u is analytic in fi, we 
increase the polynomial degree on the fixed mesh in fi consistently with the largest degree in each 
patch (we assume that the degree vectors in each geometric mesh patch are identical), yielding 
exponential convergence also in fi. Summing up the local error estimates from the subregions 
leads to the ensuing result. ’ 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let R c R2 be a polygon and u E B;(R). Then, there exists an inter- 
polant 7r+ E S{(R, 7:) (with u = np% in the vertices of each element K E 7:), such that 
where C, b > 0 are independent of N = dim St(sZ, 7,“) and u. Here, 7: is the geometric mesh 
from Definition 5.7, p’ is the linear degree vector (19) with slope p > 0 assumed to be identical in 
each geometric mesh patch, and n N #@ := length@); i.e., the number of layers is proportional 
to the polynomial degree. 
PROOF. In order to prove this proposition, a generalization of Proposition 5.6 to parallelograms 
is needed. This follows by an affine change of variables in Proposition 5.6. I 
5.3. Exponential Convergence of the hpDGFEM on a Polygon 
We present the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let s1 c R2 be a polygon and let moreover the assumptions of Theorem 3.9 be 
satisfied. Then, for the hp-DGFEM (7) on S{(s2,7,“) there holds the following error estimate: 
Ibex - UDGllDG 5 Cembzy 
where C, b > 0 are independent of N = dimS$(S1,7,“). Here, 7: is the geometric mesh from 
Definition 5.7, p’ is the linear degree vector (19) with slope p > 0 assumed to be identical in each 
geometric mesh patch, and n w fl$; i.e., the number of iayers is proportional to the polynomial 
degree. 
PROOF. From (14) we get 
IIuex - ufDGl[DG I 11~11~~ + II~*IIDG. 
Here, np+ex is the interpolant from Proposition 5.8. Referring to (15) and (16) leads to 
lluex - u$Gll,G I G$,-,,lll~lll~~~ 
Now, the exponential convergence of the hp-DGFEMs follows directly from the fact that p,,,,, N 
n N m and from Proposition 5.8. I 
REMARK 5.10. In Theorem 5.9 the meshes are supposed to consist of quadrilaterals only. In fact, 
the exponential convergence rate of the hpDGFEM holds also for geometric meshes consisting 
of triangles. Details shall be given elsewhere. 
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In this section, we will confirm our theoretical results in some numerical examples. We show 
that exponential convergence may be achieved by the hp-DGFEM. We present results on a square 
and on an L-shaped domain. 
6.1. Implementational Aspects 
Our computations were performed using the C++ library concepts with double precision (i.e., 
16 decimal) accuracy. The shape and test functions were chosen to be the elementwise (scaled) 
tensorized integrated Legendre polynomials. The load vector and the local stiffness matrices were 
created using Gauss quadrature with p + 1 points. Finally, in order to solve the systems of linear 
equations, we used a direct solver. 
All of the error diagrams (Figures 3-8) in this section use elementwise absolute errors in the L2, 
H’, and energy norm. Since we know the exact solution of the problems we could evaluate the 
error [[UDG - fill, where ti denotes the L2 projection of the exact solution u,, onto our DGFEM 
space @(0,7), i.e., the solution of the problem 
LZiwdz = jjexwd.x, 
In the code, the error was evaluated using 
~~UDC - ~11~ = B(~DG - 
VW E S$@-t, 7). 
'1L,'11DG--), (27) 
m, without stadilizatio- 
term! with stabilization---x--- 
m, without stabilization--m- 
term, with stabilization- .-a--. 
s 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
qnumber of degrees of freedom 
Figure 3. Sum of the elementwise L2 error (28) of the hpDGFEM on the unit square. 
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, x I I I I i 
with absolute term, without stabilizatio- : 
without absolute term, with stabilization-- --fl . 
‘\> 
b 
1 I I 
6 8 10 12 
3 number of degrees of freedom 
Figure 4. Sum of the elementwise Z-I’ error (29) of the hp-DGFEM on the unit square. 
without absolute term, with stabilization-- -XI . 
I 
2 
I 
4 
I I I 
6 8 10 12 
anumber of degrees of freedom 
Figure 5. Sum of the elementwise energy error (30) of the hpDGFEM on the unit 
square. 
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z 
I 
with absblute term, without kabilization---+-- 
with absolute term! with stabilization---x--- 
without absolute term, wrthout stabilization -. *- 
without absolute term, with stabilization.. .c+. .. 
15 20 
3 number of degrees of freedom 
25 
Figure 6. Sum of the elementwise L2 error (28) of the hpDGFEM on the L-shaped 
domain. 
t 
2 
I I I 
with absolute term, without stabilization-+- _ 
with absolute term! with stabiliiation---x--- 
without absolute term, wrthout stabilization--*-- _ 
0 
I 
5 
1 I I 
10 15 20 25 
$‘number of degrees of freedom 
Figure 7. Sum of the elementwise H’ error (29) of the hp-DGFEM on the L-shaped 
domain. 
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1 
with absklute term, without &abilization--+- 
J 
_ 
with absolute term! with stabilization---x--- 
without absolute term, wlthout stabilization- *~ . 
without absolute term, with stabilization o 
25 10 15 20 
3 number of degrees of freedom 
Figure 8. Sum of the elementwise energy error (30) of the hpDGFEM on the 
Gshaped domain. 
where B is the bilinear form associated to the norm 
for the L2 norm, Pf4 
IIvI(zr-H1 = B(v, v) = B&(v, v) - c &l[v]t ds, 
eEri”t. 
ll412DG = WV, v) = B&h v), 
6.2. Model Problems 
for the H1 norm, 
for the energy norm. 
(29) 
(36) 
We explore two different model problems. 
PROBLEM 1. The diffusion equation with some absolute term 
-Av+v=f, in Cl. (PI) 
PROBLEM 2. The diffusion equation without any absolute term 
-Au = 0, in R. P) 
Both problems are considered on the unit square R = (0, 1)2 (cf. Figure 9) and on the L-shaped 
domain R = (-1, 1)2 \ (0,l) x (-1,0) (cf. Figure 10). 
6.2.1. Results on the unit square 
We first present the results on the unit square Q = (0, 1)2 for (Pl) and (P2). For (Pl) we chose 
f=J;;sin $ . 
0 
(31) 
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I- 
r Nl 
X 
Figure 9. Boundary conditions for the model problems Figure 10. Boundary conditions for the model prob- 
on (0, 1)2. lems on the L-shaped domain. 
Additionally, for (Pl) and (P2), the ,boundary conditions are chosen as follows (cf. Figure 3): 
21 = 0, on rDT 
Vu.n= -v, onIN,, 
r 
Vu.n= 
1 
gEG’ 
where T = &v and 4 = arctan(y/z) E (0,~). Th en, in both cases, the exact solution is 
given by 
9 u=J;;sin - . 
0 2 
As one can realize easily, it belongs to $(52) for ,0 > l/2. 
Discussion of the Numerical Results 
In order to solve our model problems with the hpDGFEM in Section 3, we used a geomet- 
ric mesh with refinement towards the origin as defined in Definition 5.1 (cf. Figure 11). The 
polynomial degree distribution vector is chosen as in Proposition 5.6, (19), with slope p = 1. 
Figures 3-5 show the performance of the hp-DGFEM in the elementwise L2, H1, and energy 
norm ll.llo~ for both problems (Pl) and (P2) with stabilization parameters 6, = lel-‘. We also 
studied the performance of the hp-DGFEM without any extra stabilization (e.g., 6, = 0 for all 
edges e). The asymptotic exponential convergence rate of the hpDGFEM in Theorem 5.9 is 
always visible and already achieved for a moderate number of degrees of freedom. Stabilization 
improves the constant in the convergence estimate for low as well as for high polynomial degrees. 
6.2.2. Results on the L-shaped domain 
We now present the results on the L-shaped domain fl = (-1, 1)2\(0, 1) x (-1,0) (Pl) and (P2). 
For (Pl) we chose 
f = 7-2/3 sin (32) 
T. P. WIHLER et al. 
Figure 11. Geometric mesh of the unit square. 
Additionally, for (Pl) and (PZ), the boundary conditions are chosen as follows (cf. Figure 4): 
Vu.n= 
VU,n= irm4f3 (sin(iq5) +zcos(a4)}, onrN2, 
Vu. n = 4 r-413 (sin(i f$) -I-,cos(i+)), OnrN,, 
Figure 12. Geometric mesh of the L-shaped domain. 
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Here, T and 4 are defined as before. The exact solution is (for both problems) 
u = 7-2/3 sin 
( > 
id . 
As before, u E B;(0) for /3 > l/3. 
Discussion of the Numerical Results 
In order to solve these problems we chose a geometric mesh (cf. Figure 12) with refinement 
towards all six corners of R. Again, we chose the polynomial degree distribution vector in 
Proposition 5.6, (19), with slope p = 1. 
Figures 6-8 show the behaviour of the hpDGFEM in the L2, the H’, and the energy norm 
(1.11~~ for both problems. Like above, we performed our computations with (6, = Iel-‘) and also 
without any stabilization (6, = 0 for edges). Clearly, the exponential convergence rate of the 
hpDGFEM (without any stabilization) is again obtained, even though this case is not covered 
by our theory. As before, stabilization improves the constant in the convergence estimate for low 
as well as for high polynomial degrees. 
6.2.3. Remarks on the e-method of the hpDGFEM 
In Proposition 4.1 we proved stability of the e-method provided that the parameters 6, N 
w > Ci for the G-method are chosen sufficiently large. This lack of stability is compensated by 
exponential consistency (Proposition 5.6) of the hpDGFEM and only visible preasymptotically. 
Our numerical experiments show that this is indeed the case. Figures 13 and 14 present the L? 
errors of problem (Pl) on the unit square and on the L-shaped domain (the H’ error and the 
energy error, and also the corresponding errors for problem (P2) behave similarly). For small w 
and low p, the convergence behaviour is indeed nonmonotone due to the lack of stability of the 
e-method. 
7 
P 
% 
w  = 5 - - .y . . .  
1)t 
:  :  
w=lo -  f l . . . .  
: : 
w = 50 ---m.- _ 
1’ : w = 100 ---0.- ,I b, ,. 
: IL 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ynumber of degrees of freedom 
Figure 13. Sum of the elementwise L2 error (28) of the hpDGFEM on the unit 
square. 
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0 5 10 15 20 
Jnumber of degrees of freedom 
25 
Fig& 14. Sum of the elementwise L2 error (28) of the hp-DGFEM on the L-shaped 
domain. 
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